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Cancer investigators, postdoc students take on aggressive disease[1]
[2]

People diagnosed with some of the most aggressive forms of thyroid cancer often live less than one year because of
the limited number of effective therapies available to them. 

What makes these types of cancer so aggressive? 

It’s a question that Thomas Beadnell hopes to find answers to through his studies in the lab of Rebecca Schweppe at
the School of Medicine on the CU Anschutz Medical Campus. Beadnell is a graduate student beginning his fifth year in
a program that grooms young scientists to become the next generation of leading cancer researchers.

The Training Program in Cancer Biology is directed by Mary Reyland, CU Cancer Center investigator and professor in
the Department of Craniofacial Biology, School of Dental Medicine. A total of 39 graduate students participate in the
program, pushing the boundaries of cancer research using new and evolving techniques of study. Through a National
Institute of Cancer (NCI) grant, the program also will have an integral role in training postdoctoral fellows who already
have earned a Ph.D. and have obtained further training by working with a mentor.

Beadnell has been studying the role of Src, an important protein that he said regulates growth, invasion and migration
of cancer cells. In his work, he has been laying the groundwork for understanding how this protein effectively can be
targeted in the clinic.

For students training in cancer biology, CU Anschutz is an excellent place to be, Reyland said.

“They are in an environment where they have a ton of access to the whole spectrum of research – basic, translational
and clinical research,” she said. “That’s a huge benefit for people wanting to do disease-focused research like
cancer.”

Beadnell agrees.

“The cancer biology program encompasses both the mechanistic and big picture/clinical aspects of research,” he said.
“As it is often easy to get engrossed in the minute/mechanistic details of research, the close associations with the
hospital and many medical doctors holding faculty positions within our program allow for an increased breadth of
knowledge to provide clinical guidance and direction to our experiments.”

Because cancer biology includes multiple fields of study, Beadland said, it gives students a broad exposure to many
different areas of study. For instance, the training program evolved from an experimental pathology program in 2005
and still offers a nod to its roots through a mini-course that provides an overview of pathology.

“We examine patient tumor samples under the microscope to gain a better understanding of tissue architecture and
the pathology of cancer,” Beadland said.

Reyland became director of the training program in 2010.

“I’m passionate about high-quality graduate education and this was an opportunity to focus by passion in that
direction,” she said.

The program, which places students in the research labs of participating faculty members who offer instruction and
mentoring, has expanded and matured in the past six years and is considered a national leader in the interdisciplinary
education of the next generation of cancer scientists.

As a testament to that fact, Reyland and co-principal investigator Scott Cramer, Cancer Center investigator and
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professor in the Department of Pharmacology, recently received word that the training program has been awarded a
National Cancer Institute T32 grant, which will fund additional training positions.

Only a very few of these highly competitive grants are awarded, Reyland said. The T32 grant enables the program to
recruit and fund the work of more trainees – especially postdoctoral trainees who are more advanced in their careers.
The renewable, five-year grant will fund five postdoctoral trainees and one graduate student trainee each year.

“The people who get their graduate degrees often go and do different things, from science writing to working for a
biotech company where they can be working on any number of things, including cancer-related projects, but
sometimes not,” Cramer said. “People who are postdoc fellows likely are more committed to focusing cancer-related
work specifically, and that is why the NCI puts an emphasis on postdoc training. The grant provides training for the
people who are likely to be our next generation of cancer researchers who will crack this thing.”

The competitive positions are considered a prestigious opportunity for young researchers. They also are a resource for
participating faculty, whose projects will benefit from an additional group member.

Cramer’s specialty is researching aggressive types of prostate cancer. He has recruited a postdoctoral trainee to work
on a project that focuses on a cancer that accounts for as much as 40 percent of all lethal prostate cancers. “Her goal
will be to develop a mouse model for this and to characterize the molecular pathways involved in it,” he said.

The T32 grant, Cramer said, also encourages and strengthens the interactions between more senior and more junior
trainees.

“This makes for a more robust training program overall,” he said. “While some of this already occurs, the T32 more
formally brings these two groups together.”

Video: How does CU’s budget work?[3]

During June’s regents meeting, where the board approved this year’s $3.82 billion budget[4], Todd Saliman, vice
president and chief financial officer, premiered a video explaining CU’s budget[5] in clear terms.

The video, created in collaboration with Office of University Controller staff, follows the same approach as the
office’s award-winning[6] annual report that explains university numbers, increasing transparency and accessibility.

The video is meant to help CU administration, the Board of Regents and friends of the university more easily
communicate the budget with their constituents.

Call for submissions: Academic Affairs awards and grants[7]

The CU Office of Academic Affairs solicits submissions for the following fall 2016 awards and grants.

Please direct inquiries to AcademicAffairs@cu.edu[8].

DIVERSITY AND EXCELLENCE GRANTS
Diversity and Excellence Grants fund innovative projects that promote inclusive excellence and diversity throughout the
University of Colorado system. Grants of up to $3,000 each will be awarded to proposals that creatively advance the
principles of diversity and inclusion in substantive ways.

Eligible: Grant proposals may be submitted by CU faculty or staff, as individuals or as teams, but at least one of the
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participants is required to have faculty or staff status.
Due Date: Monday, Oct. 31

Click here for more information.[9]

PRESIDENT’S DIVERSITY AWARDS
This annual award recognizes significant achievements of faculty, staff, students and academic or administrative units
in developing a culturally diverse university community reflective of inclusive excellence. As many as four awards of
$2,000 each are given.

Eligible: Full-time CU faculty, staff, students, and academic or administrative units
Due Date: Monday, Oct. 31

Click here for more information.[10]

PRESIDENT’S FUND FOR THE HUMANITIES
The President’s Fund for the Humanities (PFH) was established to promote and enhance the humanities on and
across campuses and in the wider community, and to preserve a balance in the university's programs of education and
research by giving special attention to the humanities. Projects selected for funding in the fall are restricted to a
maximum PFH award of $3,000.

Eligible: Projects must be authored by a full-time CU faculty member with the rank of professor, associate professor,
assistant professor, senior instructor, or instructor.
Due Date: Monday, Oct. 31, 2016

Click here for more information.[11]

College faculty OK core-curriculum overhaul[12]

BioServe Space Technologies: CU Boulder's presence on the International Space Station[13]

Call for nominations: Disability Services Awards at CU Boulder[14]

Disability Services at the University of Colorado Boulder will host its first awards ceremony in recognition of students,
alumni, faculty members and staff who have exhibited exceptional qualities and actions in supporting students with
disabilities and fostering outreach and involvement in the disability community. 

Disability Services is seeking nominations for achievement and excellence in these areas:
Outstanding Faculty Member: A CU Boulder faculty member who has worked well with students and Disability
Services; disability-related research, etc. Outstanding Staff Member: A CU Boulder staff member who has worked
well with students and Disability Services; disability-related research, etc. Outstanding Alumni: A CU Boulder alumni
who is involved in disability issues, advocacy, research, general awareness, activities, etc.; formally registered with
Disability Services during their time at CU and doing well in their career. Disability Community Involvement: A CU
Boulder student who is involved in disability issues, advocacy, research, general awareness, activities, etc.; currently
registered with Disability Services.
Nominations are due by the end of day on Friday, Nov. 18. For instructions on how to nominate individuals, please
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go to: http://www.colorado.edu/disabilityservices/award-nominations[15].  

Chancellor offers updates on HLC, campus growth at September forum[16]

Now is the time for CU Denver, chancellor says[17]

Fifth Annual Safety Fair draws large crowd[18]

Hagerman brings extensive public school experience to CU Denver[19]

Pyrooz wins national criminology award[20]

Schmidt honored with AIAA literature award[21]
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